Dear LRC user:

We are very grateful to the UH JABSOM Health Sciences Library for the generous online resources available to all users with a UH login. The following is a list (courtesy of Ms. Ginny Tanji, Director of the Health Sciences Library) of psychiatric/behavioral science resources that are available.

As we are always interested in improving our resources, please contact either Ms. Cheryl Halvorson halvorsonc@dop.hawaii.edu or Dr. Anthony Guerrero guerreroa@dop.hawaii.edu if you have any suggestions for journals not currently on this list that we should consider adding.

**Psychiatry Journals Available online via UH JABSOM Health Sciences Library**

**March 2010**

**Academic psychiatry** [via provider Highwire Press (Free Journals)]
*Journal (with Full Text)*: 1/1/1997 to 1 year ago

**Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica**
*Journal (with Full Text)*: v.101:no.1 (2000:Jan.)-

**Addictive Behaviors**
*Journal (with Full Text)*: v.20:no.1 (1995:Jan.-Feb.)-

**Adolescent psychiatry** [via provider Vocational & Career Collection]
*Journal (with Full Text)*: 1/1/2000 to 1/31/2007

**Adolescent psychiatry** [via provider Academic Search Premier]
*Journal (with Full Text)*: 1/1/2000 to 1/31/2007

**Adolescent psychiatry** [via provider Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection]
*Journal (with Full Text)*: 1/1/2000 to 1/31/2007

**Aggressive Behavior**
*Journal (with Full Text)*: v.22:no.1(1996)-

**Alzheimer Disease & Associated Disorders**
*Journal (with Full Text)*: v.14:no.1 (2000:Jan./Mar.)-

**Alzheimer's and Dementia**
*Journal (with Full Text)*: v.1:no.1 (2005:July)-

**American journal of psychiatry** [via provider LexisNexis Academic]
*Journal (with Full Text)*: 1/1/1985 to 3/1/1987

**American Journal of Psychiatry**
*Journal (with Full Text)*: v.154:no.1 (1997:Jan.)-
Child and adolescent psychiatry and mental health [via provider PubMed Central]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

Child Psychiatry and Human Development
Journal (with Full Text) : v.27:no.3 (1997:Mar.)-

Child psychiatry and human development [via provider Academic Search Premier]
Journal (with Full Text) : 9/1/1993 to 1 year ago

Child psychiatry and human development [via provider Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection]
Journal (with Full Text) : 9/1/1993 to 1 year ago

Chinese Journal of Psychiatry [via provider China Academic Journals - Medicine/Health (Series E)]
Journal (with Full Text) : to 2006

Clinical Child and Family Psychology Review

Clinical psychiatry news [via provider LexisNexis Academic]
Journal (with Full Text) : 1/12/2005 to present

Comprehensive Psychiatry

Computers in Human Behavior

Culture, Medicine and Psychiatry

Culture, medicine and psychiatry [via provider Academic Search Premier]
Journal (with Full Text) : 9/1/1993 to 1 year ago

Culture, medicine and psychiatry [via provider Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection]
Journal (with Full Text) : 9/1/1993 to 1 year ago

Current Attention Disorders Reports
Journal (with Full Text) : v.1.no.1 (2009:Mar.)-

Current Medical Literature. Psychiatry [via provider Academic Search Premier]
Journal (with Full Text) : 5/1/2003 to present

Current Opinion in Internal Medicine
Journal (with Full Text) : v.4:no.1 (2005:Feb.)-v.7:no.6 (2008:Dec)

Current Opinion in Psychiatry
Journal (with Full Text) : v.8:no.1 (1995:Jan.)-
Current Psychiatry
Journal (with Full Text) : v.1:no.5 (2002)-

Current Psychiatry Reports
Journal (with Full Text) : v.1:no.1 (1999:Jun.)-

Developmental Review

Digest of neurology and psychiatry [via provider Freely Accessible Science Journals]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

Ethical human psychology and psychiatry [via provider Academic Search Premier]
Journal (with Full Text) : 7/1/2004 to present

Ethical human psychology and psychiatry [via provider Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection]
Journal (with Full Text) : 7/1/2004 to present

European Archives of Psychiatry and Clinical Neuroscience

European archives of psychiatry and clinical neuroscience [via provider Academic Search Premier]
Journal (with Full Text) : 2/1/1998 to 1 year ago

European archives of psychiatry and clinical neuroscience [via provider Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection]
Journal (with Full Text) : 2/1/1998 to 1 year ago

European child & adolescent psychiatry [via provider CINAHL with Full Text]
Journal (with Full Text) : 1/1/1998 to 1 year ago

European child & adolescent psychiatry [via provider Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition]
Journal (with Full Text) : 1/1/1998 to 1 year ago

European Child & Adolescent Psychiatry

European child & adolescent psychiatry [via provider Academic Search Premier]
Journal (with Full Text) : 1/1/1998 to 1 year ago

European child & adolescent psychiatry [via provider Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection]
Journal (with Full Text) : 1/1/1998 to 1 year ago

European journal of psychiatry [via provider Directory of Open Access Journals]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present
European journal of psychiatry [via provider SciELO Spain]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

European Psychiatry

L' Evolution Psychiatrique
Journal (with Full Text) : v.64:no.1 (1999: Jan.)-

Forensic Science International

General Hospital Psychiatry

General Hospital Psychiatry
Journal (with Full Text) : v.26:no.1 (2004:Jan./Feb.)-

German Journal of Psychiatry

German journal of psychiatry (1998) [via provider Directory of Open Access Journals]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

German journal of psychiatry (1998) [via provider Freely Accessible Science Journals]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

Harvard review of psychiatry [via provider Academic Search Premier]
Journal (with Full Text) : 5/1/1999 to 1 year ago

Harvard review of psychiatry [via provider Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection]
Journal (with Full Text) : 5/1/1999 to 1 year ago

Hong Kong journal of psychiatry [via provider Freely Accessible Science Journals]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

Hong Kong Journal of Psychiatry
Journal (with Full Text) : current issue

Indian journal of psychiatry [via provider Directory of Open Access Journals]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

Indian Journal of Psychiatry

Indian journal of psychiatry [via provider PubMed Central]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

International Journal of Clinical and Experimental Hypnosis
Journal (with Full Text) : v.51:no.1 (2003)-
JNNP (Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery, and Psychiatry) Online

Journal de Pêdiatrie et de Puériculture

Journal of Behavior Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry
Journal (with Full Text): 1995-

Journal of Behavioral Medicine

Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry

Journal of Child psychology and psychiatry [via provider Academic Search Premier]

Journal of child psychology and psychiatry [via provider Academic Search Premier]
Journal (with Full Text): 1/1/2004 to 1 year ago

Journal of child psychology and psychiatry [via provider Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection]

Journal of child psychology and psychiatry [via provider Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection]
Journal (with Full Text): 1/1/2004 to 1 year ago

Journal of Classification

Journal of Clinical Neurophysiology

Journal of Clinical Psychiatry (Physicians Postgraduate Press)

The Journal of Comparative Neurology

Journal of Developmental and Physical Disabilities

Journal of Family Violence

Journal of forensic psychiatry [via provider Academic Search Premier]
Law and Human Behavior

Molecular psychiatry [via provider Academic Search Premier]
Journal (with Full Text) : 1/1/1997 to 1 year ago

Molecular psychiatry [via provider Freely Accessible Science Journals]
Journal (with Full Text) : to 5 calendar years ago

Molecular psychiatry [via provider Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection]
Journal (with Full Text) : 1/1/1997 to 1 year ago

neurogenetics

Neuropsychiatrie de l’Enfance et de l’Adolescence

Nordic journal of psychiatry [via provider Academic Search Premier]
Journal (with Full Text) : 4/2/1998 to 1 year ago

Nordic journal of psychiatry [via provider Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection]
Journal (with Full Text) : 4/2/1998 to 1 year ago

open psychiatry journal [via provider Directory of Open Access Journals]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

Pediatrics
Journal (with Full Text) : v.99 (1997)-

Philosophy, Psychiatry & Psychology

Primary Care Companion to the Journal of Clinical Psychiatry
Journal (with Full Text) : v.1:no.1 (1999)-

Primary care companion to the Journal of clinical psychiatry [via provider Directory of Open Access Journals]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

Primary care companion to the Journal of clinical psychiatry [via provider PubMed Central]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

Primary Care Update for OB/GYNS

Primary psychiatry [via provider Freely Accessible Journals]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

Progress in Neuro-Psychopharmacology and Biological Psychiatry
Psychiatric Bulletin (England)
Journal (with Full Text) : v.24:no.1 (2000)-1 year before current year

Psychiatric Times

Psychiatry
Journal (with Full Text) : v.64:no.1 (2001:Spring)-

Psychiatry (Edgmont (Pa. : Township)) [via provider PubMed Central]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

Psychiatry (Washington, D.C.) [via provider CINAHL with Full Text]
Journal (with Full Text) : 12/1/2003 to present

Psychiatry (Washington, D.C.) [via provider Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition]
Journal (with Full Text) : 12/1/2003 to present

Psychiatry (Washington, D.C.) [via provider Academic Search Premier]
Journal (with Full Text) : 12/1/2003 to present

Psychiatry (Washington, D.C.) [via provider Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection]
Journal (with Full Text) : 12/1/2003 to present

Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences
Journal (with Full Text) : v.52:no.3 (1998:May)-

Psychiatry and clinical neurosciences [via provider Academic Search Premier]
Journal (with Full Text) : 2/1/1998 to 1 year ago

Psychiatry and clinical neurosciences [via provider Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection]
Journal (with Full Text) : 2/1/1998 to 1 year ago

Psychiatry investigation [via provider PubMed Central]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

Psychiatry On Line [via provider Freely Accessible Science Journals]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

Psychiatry on line Italia [via provider Freely Accessible Science Journals]
Journal (with Full Text) : to present

Psychiatry Research

Psychiatry Research: Neuroimaging

Psychiatry, psychology, and law [via provider HeinOnline Law Journal Library]
Journal (with Full Text) : to 2007